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------------------- When the interpreter is looking at an instruction, it will attempt to match the instruction against the current grammar
table. If the instruction has a valid match in the table, then the interpreter will execute the instruction. Otherwise, an exception will

be thrown. Currently there are two important parts to this interpreter: 1. A grammar table of rules for expressions and.NET operators
2. A codegen module, which takes the compiled code from #1 and executes it using #1. The grammar table is where the parser looks
for and parses instructions. It is fully configurable, and can grow and shrink with your needs. You can even build your own grammar
table from scratch! This is likely where you'll first start with Flee. The codegen module takes the parsed instructions and generates

proper code which can then be pushed down to the appropriate architecture. The grammar file can be installed in a directory of your
choosing. This directory is used for loading the grammar file which has the instruction table in it. The default grammar table is in the

grammar directory (bin/grammar). This grammar table is filled with several basic operands that are common to all systems. It is a
good start for a user who wants to get started quickly. If you have a need for a different kind of parser, you can just write a new

parser yourself. The grammar file is a series of matching and non-matching rules which are defined in a special file. Each rule is a
(line) item. Each line has two optional clauses, a match and a non-match. The match clause is where the rule resides. If this clause is
used the rule will apply. If the non-match clause is used, the rule will fail. All of the lines in a grammar file need to match the same

non-match and match clauses. The match clause lists the operands that the rule will be matching. It will match from right to left. Any
operand which matches a more specific rule should be used. The non-match clause lists the operations that the rule will accept.

Every non-match clause must contain exactly one operation, and it will always match at the beginning of the operand(s) provided to
the rule. The target of a line is the element to be matched. The name of the grammar file does not matter for Flee, it only matter for

the parser. Currently there are two way to define a grammar in
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Version 0.4.0: Version 0.3.2: * Removed support for.NET 2.0. * Removed support for double-precision floating-point values (dp-
floats). * Removed support for fully-qualified assembly attributes. * Improved documentation. Version 0.2.0: Version 0.1.1: * Fixed
bug in the compiler. Version 0.1.0: Initial version: Overview: Flee is a fast, lightweight, expression parser for.NET. It allows you to

evaluate arbitrary expressions at runtime. The expression language is based on the one used by.NET, but extended with string literals
and arithmetic operators. In addition, expression evaluation is relaxed to include boolean, null, and string values. Here is a sample

usage of Flee: public static class Program { public static void Main (string[] args) { double a = 5.1, b = 6.9; Console.WriteLine("Pi
is: {0}", Flee.Eval("3.14159")); Console.WriteLine("sqrt(a^2 + b^2) is: {0}", Flee.Eval("(sqrt(a^2 + b^2))")); } } This program

produces the following output: Pi is: 3.14159 sqrt(a^2 + b^2) is: 6.28282 Basic Features: flee can parse the following expressions:
Boolean values Null values Numeric values String literals Interpolation Expression functions Arithmetic operators Comma and semi-

colon delimiters You can use any of the following extensions: possible result --------- 6a5afdab4c
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Flee is a.NET framework expression evaluator. It takes a string expression (such as var a = a*10, var b = b*2;) and compiles it to IL.
The IL is then executed at runtime using reflection. This allows Flee to evaluate expressions at runtime in several situations,
particularly when there is no performance benefit from compiling the expression in advance. This makes Flee ideal for event-
handler, reflection, profiling, etc. Flee runs on top of the Microsoft Expression Compiler, and leverages the Expression Compiler’s
strengths. Flee’s expression language (FleeEval) is a simple, powerful, and fast expression language. Flee’s expression compiler
generates very fast code. Flee is extremely efficient in all situations – at runtime, at compile time, and when compiling an expression
with no optimization enabled (except for the memory allocation overhead of compiling itself). It’s only when you compile the
expression with optimizations enabled that Flee comes out looking worse than the Expression Compiler. Flee compiles expressions
to IL, and as you might expect, IL is a very portable assembly language. This makes the expression compiler available to other tools,
such as NDepend, the CLR Profiler, or any other tools that use reflection. The expression compiler is available as open source, or
licensed for commercial use. Flee is the fastest evaluator of strings to IL that I know of. It achieves this speed by compiler all your
expressions to IL, but not pre-compiling them. It does this by compiling the expression on demand, at runtime, and with no memory
overhead. Thus, evaluation is very fast. Flee’s expression language, FleeEval, is more powerful than the built-in Expression
Language. It supports more operators and features – and simpler and more idiomatic ones – than the Expression Language. FleeEval
also supports more input languages than the Expression Language. This lets you more easily support new languages using the same
FleeEval compiler without having to provide a new expression parser. Flee can compile expressions to other IL languages, so you can
target a new VM (such as Mono) by writing a different compiler. Or you can use an existing expression compiler to target a different
platform. These include the Microsoft Expression Compiler, the Mono compiler, and the IronPython compiler. Flee supports literals
in arbitrary types. This means that expressions such as a
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.. code-block:: CSharp // compile the query Expression query =... // compile the query Expression qry = CompileExpression(query);
// run the query int result = qry.Evaluate(); Integrate Flee into your project: .. code-block:: CSharp // add Flee as a dependency.
Dependency.Add(new FleeDependency { ProjectName = "MyProject", Version = "1.0.0" }); // customize the expression language.
var lg = new LiteralExpressionLanguage { Tokenization = new StringBuilder() }; // define a custom expression language.
lg.Tokenize("sqrt(a^2+b^2)"); lg.AddDerefArgument("a"); lg.AddDerefArgument("b"); lg.AddAddArgument("a");
lg.AddAddArgument("b"); // use the expression language. var result = Flee.Compile(lg.Expression); // run the query int result =
result.Evaluate(); Features: ------- * Compiles string expressions to.NET IL code, allowing the.NET framework to evaluate them.
The compiler supports parsing binary integer expressions, floating point, and polynomial expressions. * Supports a simple, smart,
context-free, compiled expression language with easy-to-use syntax. * Source code is written in C#. * Runtime tests, unit tests,
integration tests. Installation: ----------- .. code-block:: CSharp // NuGet package for easy installation. Install-Package Flee .. code-
block:: CSharp // Install from source. Install-Package Flee -Source -IncludeReferencedProjects Getting started: ---------------- .. code-
block:: CSharp // load dependencies Dependency.Load(); // compile and execute an expression Expression result = Flee.
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System Requirements For Fast Lightweight Expression Evaluator:

Processor: Intel Dual-Core CPU or better. Memory: 2 GB RAM. Graphics: AMD Radeon 6900 or better. DirectX: Version 11 (11.0)
or better. Hard Drive: 100 MB available space. Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible. Internet Connection: Download of map data
in 'Exact' mode not supported. Keyboard: Function keys (F1, F2, F3 etc.) can be used to navigate the map. Peripherals: Mouse
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